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Abstract
The paper introduces the ”Digital Triplet (D3)” framework, aiming to integrate human engineers and
cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) in Industry 4.0. While existing research focuses on CPPS and
digital twins, this framework emphasizes engineers’ problem-solving capabilities in enhancing CPPS. It
introduces the ”Process Modelling Language for Digital Triplet (PD3)” to represent engineers’ intentions,
judgments, and rationale in CPPS operations. The PD3 language is designed to be both machine-
readable and human-readable, accommodating the needs of knowledge engineers and manufacturing
engineers who are not necessarily programmers. The PD3 ontology, based on Semantic Web technologies,
underpins the representation of engineering processes and their relationships. The ontology defines
classes, properties, and relationships to facilitate the modeling of engineering processes, intentions,
rationale, and more. The prototype is built for the validation of PD3 Concept. It consists of the interface,
the conversion system between XML and RDF (turtle), the RDF database, and the inference system that
enables various inferences like execution simulation.
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1. Introduction

The rapid digitalization of the manufacturing industry, exemplified by Industry 4.0, has sparked
considerable advancements. While existing research primarily concentrates on the automation
of production systems through cyber-physical production systems (CPPS)[1] and digital twin
technologies[2], a growing emphasis is placed on the role of engineers in designing, maintaining,
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and enhancing CPPS. The concept of human-centered CPPS[3] has been explored, including
the transfer of human problem-solving capabilities to CPPS and collaborative frameworks[4].
However, the challenge of enabling engineers to harness digitalization for value creation remains
under-addressed. This paper addresses this gap by focusing on the enhancement of engineers’
problem-solving abilities through digitalization to drive the continuous improvement of CPPS,
particularly Kaizen.
To tackle this issue, a novel framework called the ’digital triplet (D3)’ has been proposed,

designed to support engineers[5, 6]. D3 establishes an ’intelligent activity world’ that interfaces
with digital twins, envisioning a harmonious interplay between human intelligence and digital
tools. Furthermore, a prototype system, D3LF@RACE (digital triplet type learning factory at
RACE) has been deployed within a learning factory context. Learning factories, replicated real-
world factory setups in academic institutions, serve both educational and research purposes. The
development of D3 within this learning factory setting, featuring digital twins, is meticulously
detailed. In order to realize the above system, we introduce a structured language called
Process Modelling Language for Digital Triplet (hereinafter called PD3) to describe engineering
processes, hierarchically mapping engineers’ intentions and judgments to CPPS operations.
This approach enables the explicit representation of engineering processes within a computer,
facilitating the recording of expert engineers’ methodologies, knowledge extraction, novice
engineer education, and overall task support.

In this paper, we show the design of PD3, in particular, the schematic model and the semantic
model. Since PD3 is defined by referring IDEF0, the schematic model is important. On the
other hand, the computational model is also important for processing it in computers. We
adopt Semantic Web technologies, i.e., the RDF model with the ontology is provided as the
semantic model for PD3. Then we implement the prototype system to handle PD3 process data
by combination with the interface system, the database system, and the inference system.

2. Digital Triplet (D3) Framework

At its core, the D3 framework (see Figure 1) amalgamates human engineers and CPPS, culmi-
nating in an ’intelligent activity world’ that complements the physical and cyber worlds in
CPPS. This world emphasizes human intelligence-driven problem-solving, diverging from the
automated functions of CPPS. This human-centric approach necessitates D3’s support across
CPPS activities encompassing planning, design, ramp-up, operation, maintenance, continuous
improvement, and withdrawal.
Figure 2 delves deeper into the framework, depicting an engineering process as a sequence

of ’engineering cycles’ involving data collection, information analysis, evaluation, decision-
making, and plan execution. While traditional CPPS automates these processes, the framework
acknowledges that engineers actively construct diverse engineering processes. ’Knowledge’
(depicted as yellow rectangles) is indispensable in this process. The paper emphasizes the
importance of describing engineering processes as reusable process knowledge. Achieving
this entails recording all CPPS operations, including data collection, software operations, and
physical-world actions. The paper’s approach connects experts’ judgments, intentions, and
rationale with CPPS operations through a language called PD3 (Process Modelling Language for



Figure 1: Concept of digital triplet at the manufacturing stage

Figure 2: Engineering cycles executed on digital triplet

Digital Triplet), based on the IDEF0 framework[7]. This approach not only links the symbolic
representation of human insights to CPPS operations but also the meaning and significance of
each operation in CPPS can be understood by the symbolic representation..

The paper’s methodology for modelling engineering processes involves several steps. Expert
manufacturing engineers execute continuous improvement activities, recorded by knowledge
engineers as ’activity logs.’ These logs encapsulate observations, data and software usage,
physical operations, and results. Subsequently, these logs are refined into structured ’process
descriptions,’ removing noise and redundancy. Novice engineers can learn from these descrip-
tions, facilitating knowledge transfer. These process descriptions are further enhanced into



’smart process descriptions’ by incorporating digital tools. Accumulated process descriptions
enable knowledge discovery through data mining and AI techniques.

This paper introduces the D3 framework to empower engineers within the context of CPPS
and digitalization. It underscores the ’intelligent activity world’ as a nexus of human ingenuity
and digital tools. The proposed methodology and prototype system showcase the potential
of D3 in bridging human-CPPS collaboration. By harnessing the synergy between human
expertise and digitalization, D3 advances problem-solving and continuous improvement in
manufacturing.

3. PD3: A Language for Describing Engineering Process

Process Modelling Language for Digital Triplet (PD3) is designed to realize the Digital Triplet
environment described in the previous section. The followings are the requirements for the
language to represent Digital Triplet.

1. The process description should be machine- and human-readable.
2. The language should represent engineers’ judgment, intention, and rationale along with

the engineering process explicitly.
3. The language should relate the symbolic representation to operations in CPPS.

IDEF0 approach is adopted to fulfill the requirement (1) and (2) since IDEF0 is designed as a
human-friendly diagram. The expected users of PD3 are not programmers, rather knowledge
engineers and manufacturing engineers. So the human-friendly form is crucial. The role
of IDEF0 is close to one of PD3, but the specification in detail is not fit with one of PD3, in
particular, specific descriptions like intention and the hierarchical structure. PD3 extends IDEF0
diagram for this purpose. Semantic Web approach, in particular, ontology and RDF is adopted
to fulfill the requirement (1) and (3). The ontology works as a nexus between the diagrammatic
model and the data model. All the elements and relations are defined in the ontology. RDF and
RDF Schema are used to represent the data in computers. RDF descriptions with ontology are
beneficial for some sort of inference from simple consistency checking to extraction of data
with a specific purpose. Another benefit of the approach is the flexibility of data boundary.
The engineering process can be revised and sometimes integrated over time. Thanks to linked
data nature, data by RDF can be easily associated with each other even though data come from
different engineering processes.

3.1. Diagrammatic model for PD3

PD3 diagrammatic model is defined as the extension of IDEF0 diagram (see Figure 3). The
followings are modifications and extensions for IDEF0:

• Box represents Action that human can take
• Special Action “Start” and “End” are provided. An engineering process should start with
“Start” Action and end with “End” Acton

• Action may have an operation for information, such as parameter assignment. It is
included as an attribute of Box.



• Horizontal arrow means information flow, i.e., the flow of control and data just as IDEF0
• Information flow may depict “if” or “else” flow when output from action has choices. It is
denoted as label starting with “[if]” or “[else]”

• Upward arrow means resources just as IDEF0, in particular, either Substance, Engineer,
Knowledge, Tool or Document

• Downward arrow means Intention of Action
• Left-down arrow means Rationale for Action, i.e., why the action would be taken
• Right-down arrow means Annotation for Action, i.e., additional information for Action.
• Container represents the hierarchical relationship between an Action and Actions as a
component of the Action (corresponding to the decomposition structure in IDEF0). It
enables an engineering process with a hierarchical structure in a single diagram, while
IDEF0 requires multiple diagrams for one with a hierarchical structure.

• Container has a fragment of an engineering process as content. It should also start with
“Start” Action and end with “End” Action.

• Container may be invoked iteratively. The condition for iteration should be described as
a label of Arrow from Container to Action.

Furthermore, three layers are introduced to distinguish three different Digital Triplet worlds;

• Problem-solving layer to describe engineers’ actions to solve problems (e.g., judgments)
with descriptions of intentions and rationales behind the actions. In a diagram, it is
located at the top and the elements in it are colored red.

• Information layer to describe engineers’ actions for operating software and handling data
in the cyber world. In a diagram, it is located the middle and the elements in it are colored
blue.

• Physical layer to describe engineers’ actions for operating the factory in the physical
world. In a diagram, it is located at the bottom and the elements in it are colored green.

Container can connect actions in different worlds, i.e., an Action in Problem-solving layer
associated with a Container in Information or Physical layers where actions in these layers
are located. Thus an engineering process can be represented as a graph of actions across three
layers.

3.2. Semantic Model for PD3

The semantic model for PD3 gives an application-independent data structure that various
applications can be used. Firstly, the ontology for PD3 is defined (see Figure 4). The elements
like actions and arcs are represented as classes and attributes for them as properties. Class
“Action” and “Flow” are most primary elements in PD3 while elements such as “Container”
and “Intention” are represented as subclasses of Class “Node” and different arrows such as
“RationaleFlow” and “IntentionFlow” are those of Class “Arc”. The relationship between box
and arrow is represented as property such as “source”, “target”, “input” and “output”. The
implicit relationship between a Container and its components is also represented as property
(“expansion” and “contraction”). All classes have properties for ID, geometry, layer, and value



Figure 3: The diagrammatic model for PD3

to describe basic information. Another simple ontology describes meta-relations between
engineering processes (see Figure 5). Class “Engineering process” is provided to represent each
engineering process and the elements of an engineering process such as actions and arrows
are depicted with Property “includes” (and “isIncludedin” as reverse relation). Engineering
processes can be associated with each other. An engineering process can be used by another
one (Property “epUses” and “epIsUsedBy”) and can be derived by others (Property “epDerives”
and “epIsDerivedFrom”). Such relationship between engineering processes can be got down
to the relationship between elements in engineering processes, i.e., properties from Entity to
Entity such as “uses”, “isUsedBy”, “derives” and “isDerivedFrom” are also provided (see Figure
4). All elements in the ontology are defined as RDF schema.

4. PD3 Platform Prototype

A prototype system designed to facilitate PD3-based data management has been constructed to
assess the functionality of PD3, considering both user and computational aspects. The prototype
system consists of primarily four key components: the interface system, the data conversion
system, the database system, and the inference system (refer to Figure 6 for an overview). In
order to ensure sustainability and scalability, the prototype system uses established systems
and technologies wherever feasible. This strategic integration of existing resources serves to
fortify the system’s long-term viability and potential for expansion.

4.1. The Interface System

The interface system is realized as draw.io system1 with the specialized library for PD3. draw.io
is a cross-platform drawing software that can be used to create various diagrams such as UML
and flowchart. The specialized library is provided in which elements correspond to those
defined in Section 3.1 (see Figure 3). There are several types of boxes and arrows for three layers

1http://www.drawio.com/



Figure 4: PD3 Ontology

Figure 5: PD3 Meta Ontology (Ontology for Engineering Process)

corresponding to the diagrammatic model in the left panel in the window (see Figure 7. When
the element in the library is used, information necessary for PD3 elements is automatically
embedded in data in draw.io. The right panel of the windows is provided for metadata of the
engineering process. Metadata including title and creator can be specified in the right panel in
the window. The base URI can be also specified which is used by RDF converting, otherwise, a
unique URI is automatically generated. It is important for uniqueness and accessibility when
PD3 data is published as RDF. The data created with draw.io is stored as XML or compressed
XML. The specific information for PD3 is also included in draw.io generic XML.



Figure 6: The overview of PD3 Platform Prototype

4.2. The Conversion System between XML and RDF

XML data generated with draw.io is converted to RDF data and vice visa by using PD3 ontology.
The most of conversion is done straightforwardly, .i.e, elements in XML are converted to RDF
statements one by one. There are some notions in the conversion process. The base URI is
given by the user or generated automatically. In the latter case, a unique ID string for XML data
is used as a part of URI. URI for each element is also generated from ID in XML elements. Thus
uniqueness of the URI is primarily preserved. Geometrical information such as position of a
graphical element is encoded and attached as a value of Property “geometry”. The information
is decoded when RDF-to-XML conversion is executed. Thus geometry information is preserved.
The conversion program also checks the inconsistency of data and adjusts it if possible. The
system expects users to use the elements in PD3 library but they may add elements with the
original drawing functions of draw.io. In such cases, information necessary for PD3 elements
is missing. For example, s/he draws an arrow from one Action to the other by the drawing
function. The information about arrow type and layer is missing. The conversion system infers
and adds such information by referring to information on the connected actions.

4.3. The Inference System

The inference system can read RDF data (turtle) and make some different types of inference.
One example of inference is tracing the engineering process. In the inference, a sequence of
actions is generated with parameter assignment, i.e., one action is invoked and parameters
are changed, then the other action is invoked and so on. As mentioned, there are “if/else” and
iterations by Container. In such cases, The system is implemented by LISP.

4.4. The database system

Apache Jena Fuseki2 is adopted as the database system for PD3. It is just standard use of Jena.
All PD3 data are stored and accessed with unique base URIs that are assigned to individual
engineering processes. The relationship like revision and variation of engineering processes is
also stored and accessed as the RDF statements including IDs for target and source engineering

2https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/



processes that are generated from their base URIs. Thus, an RDF database works as that both
for engineering processes themselves and for their relations.

4.5. An example

An artificial small example is shown in Figure 8 that demonstrates how a PD3 process is
represented, converted, and used for inference. The PD3 process is a calculation of parameters
with if and loop conditions. Note that such a numeric calculation is not the main function of
PD3 but is represented as PD3 to show how the execution is realized as the inference.
In figure 8(a), the PD3 process is represented as the diagrammatic model. There are five

actions including ”Start” and ”End”. There are five flows connecting the actions. When an
action is executed, the content of the action is evaluated and then another action connected by
Information Flow is called and evaluated. Note that the content of an action is only visible on
mouse-over but is shown as a box below in the figure for convenience. The converted PD3 data
is shown in Figure 8(b) where only prefixes and an Action (Action1) are extracted.
In the example, The process starts with ”Start” Acton assigning some parameters, and then

go to Action1 and Action2 in order. The output of Action2 has a choice. One choice is to to
Action3 and the other is to go back to Action1. It is determined by the value of a parameter.
Finally, the process stops at ”End” Action. Figure 8(c) shows how the inference system can
execute the given PD3 process as mentioned above.

5. Conclusion

Based on the innovative Digital Triplet (D3) Concept depicted in the novel, this paper introduces
a process modelling language for D3, referred to as PD3. Furthermore, a prototype system is
developed to validate the practical application of PD3. Notably, the foundation of this system’s
construction hinges upon a semantic approach, prominently featuring the PD3 Ontology and
RDF-based data derived from the said ontology. The intrinsic value of the ontology lies in its
ability to establish a seamless connection between the graphical and semantic models, all while
preserving the essential flexibility of the modelling process. In contrast to XML, RDF stands out
for its exceptional capacity to enable data reuse, even when confronted with modifications to
the underlying model. The establishment of identity is achieved through the allocation of a
distinct Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for each engineering process, thereby facilitating
straightforward data publication and accessibility. RDF further supports versatile data utilization,
accommodating scenarios such as the integration of data from multiple engineering processes.
Moreover, the RDF framework lends itself to the facilitation of inference through the utilization
of the logical structure inherent in the ontology. Though the prototype system remains a
work in progress, its ongoing development seeks to unlock the full potential of PD3 data
utilization, delving into more intricate applications. Foreseen as an integral component, this
system is anticipated to be seamlessly integrated into a broader platform responsible for the
comprehensive management of engineering process information, synergizing with AI-driven
technologies.
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Figure 8: A Running Example of PD3 Process
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